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I. PERSONAL DATA (in 52 pages) 
263/ Index  1/  Curriculum Vitae   210/ Curriculum Vitae, Part B  2/ List of Publications                         
3/ Patents  4/ Books   
 
II. “MY LIFE WITH POLYMER SCIENCE”  (in 556 pages) 
5/ My Life with Polymer Science: Scientific and Personal Memoirs 
 
III.  PICTURES FROM “MY LIFE WITH POLYMER SCIENCE” (in 106 pages,  651 pictures) 
6/ Pictures from My Life with Polymer Science: Album 1 
7/ Album 2; 8/ Album 3; 9/ Album 4; 10/ Album 5; 11/ Album 6; 12/ Album 7; 
13/ Album 8; 14/ Album 9; 55/  Album 10  
 
IV. THE HISTORY OF THE PACIFIC POLYMER FEDERATION (in 131 pages) 
15/ to 21/ Text  22/ Pacific Polymer Federation Conference Articles 
 
V. PERSONALITIES IN POLYMER SCIENCE (in 155 pages) 
Otto Vogl, in cooperation with Gerald S. Kirshenbaum, Editor of Polymer News 
23/ to 54/; 220/ to 262/  Personalities in Polymer Science 
 
VI. WHO WAS WHO IN POLYMER SCIENCE (in 7 pages)  
(alphabetic in 54 pages & 270  pictures)    
56/ to 82/ Who was Who in Polymer Science: Letters A to Z 
 
VII. BOOKS, edited by JANE C. VOGL (in 7994+ pages) 
Otto Vogl, Papers, Patents, Articles in 12 Books 
83/  1948-1970; 84/  1970-1977; 85/  1977-1979; 86/  1979-1981; 87/  1981-1984;  88/  1984-
1986; 89/  1987-1989; 90/  1989-1992; 91/  1993-1995; 92/  1996-1998; 93/  1999-2000; 94/  
2001-2004 
 
VIII. WHO IS WHO IN POLYMER SCIENCE (in 4 pages) 
(alphabetic in 25 pages &  98 pictures) 
95/  to 116/  Who is Who in Polymer Science: Letters A to Z  
 
IX. SELECTED CONFERENCE ARTICLES (1980-2005) (in 317 pages) 
Otto Vogl, in cooperation with Gerald S. Kirshenbaum, Editor of Polymer Science 
117/  to 170/; 264/ Selected Conferences on Polymer Science 
 
X. CENTERS OF POLYMER SCIENCE RESEARCH (1980-2000) (in 235 pages) 
Otto Vogl, in cooperation with Gerald S. Kirshenbaum, Editor of Polymer Science 
171/  to  218/  Centers of Polymer Research 
 
XI. MUSEUM, UNIVERSITY OFFICE AND HOME OFFICE (in 13 pages of pictures) /219/  
 
XII. MEINE JUGEND IN TRAISKIRCHEN (with Hertha Gruber Strass) (in 130 pages)/265/ 
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